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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have been asked to test the performance of a software and system update to a North
American mobile trivia quiz game application.The quiz app is available on major app stores
serving English-speaking users.The number of concurrent users planned for is 5 million Winning
quiz participants are promiseda share of an allocated cash prize Once participants start
playing, their quiz sessions must not be lost especially if all previous questions were answered
correctly. The application owner wants to ensure that 99% of quiz sessions are maintained (up
to 4.95 million sessions) until the last answer has been successfully recorded In order to avoid
cooperation among quiz participants, the answers to the multiple choice questions are listed
randomly Confidence in the game's fairness requires that a registered user originate from only
one quiz client device Every user must respond over the same short window of time in order to
avoid external assistance and learning the official answer before responding.Only participants
who respond correctly may answer the next question Any activity that appears to violate
expected behavior of a rule-following participant will cause the client session to be rejected.
You are developing test script code that handles quiz question responses. To do this you need
to ensure that the script emulates the production quiz app client's logic in terms of rule
following and client-backend interface specification.
Based on the question description provided, which is one test script behavior you would
implement in order to ensure the test script successfully delivers the operational and load
profile of a quiz participant?
A. Set the device identifier as a constant to ensure all virtual user instances use the set value
B. Randomly select the maximum think time limit used to delay question responses.
C. Use the date-time clock in order to submit question responses on a synchronized schedule
with each instance
D. Recognize whether the previous question response was correct
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
SIMULATION

Binding to an external validation server.
System server.domain11.example.com provides a LDAP validation service, your system should
bind to this service as required:
Base DN of validation service is dc=example,dc=com
LDAP is used for providing account information and validation information Connecting and
using the certification of http://server.domain11.example.com/pub/EXAMPLE-CA-CERT to
encrypt After the correct configuration, ldapuser1 can log into your system, it does not have
HOME directory until you finish autofs questions, ldapuser1 password is password.
Answer:
Explanation:
See explanation below.
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: yum -y install sssd authconfig-gtk krb5-workstation authconfig-gtk // open the
graphical interface Modify user account database to ldap, fill up DN and LDAP SERVER as
questions required, use TLS to encrypt connections making tick, write
http://server.domain11.example.com/pub/EXAMPLE-CA-CERT to download ca, authentication
method choose ldap password.
You can test if the ldapuser is added by the following command:
Id ldapuser1
Note: user password doesn't not need to set

NEW QUESTION: 3
5秒のLLDP遅延時間を設定するには、どのコマンドを入力する必要がありますか？
A. lldp reinit 5
B. lldp reinit 5000
C. lldpホールドタイム5
D. lldpタイマー5000
Answer: A
Explanation:
+ lldp holdtime seconds: Specify the amount of time a receiving device should hold the
information from your device before discarding it
+ lldp reinit delay: Specify the delay time in seconds for LLDP to initialize on an interface
+ lldp timer rate: Set the sending frequency of LLDP updates in seconds Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/lan/catalyst3560/software/release/12-2_55_
se/configuration/guide/3560_scg/swlldp.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
You have an on-premises network that you plan to connect to Azure by using a site-to-site VPN.
In Azure, you have an Azure virtual network named VNet1 that uses an address space of
10.10.0.0/16. VNet1 contains a subnet named Subnet1 that uses an address space of
10.0.0.0/24.
You need to create a site-to-site VPN to Azure.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them on the correct order.
NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You will receive credit for any of the
correct orders you select.
Answer:

Explanation:
Explanation
Note: More than one order of answer choices is correct.
Creating a local gateway (a logical object that represents the on-premise router) can be done at
step 1, step 2 or step 3. The other three steps must be done in order: create gateway subnet
then create VPN gateway then create the VPN connection. The VPN connection is a connection
between the VPN gateway and the Local gateway.
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